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Let S be a set and f a function on S whose values are nonempry closed 
convex subsets of a Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space. \Ye 
define the mean value off, induced by a mean p on m(S), and establish some 
elementary properties of this mean value. This nation will he used to prow 
Theorem 1 whrch IS a fwed point theorem extending a result of Argabright. 
Theorem 1 is then used to improve a result by Ky Fan on rGstencr of in- 
variant suhspacea. 
In Section l WC prow a scqucncc of lemmas, which together will give the 
first elements of a theory of the mean value of compact convex sets. There are 
no main results in this paragraph; the most important things are probably the 
definition of the mean of compact conves sets, and of affine set-\-alued func- 
tions. 
In Section 2 we prove an estcnsion of a result uf Argabright, which is in 
turn an extension of Day’s fiscd point theorem. The most important lemma 
used in the proof of this theorem is Lemma 5, which tell something about how 
a set-valued affine mapping of K into K commutes with the operation of 
taking the mean value of compact convex sets. 
In Section 3, the fixed point theorem of Section 2 is used to imprwe a 
result of Ky Fan [5]. .\ctually [5] was the starting point for this work. 
Finally in Section 4 a parallel result is proved which guarantees the esistencc 
of a maximal nonnegative invariant subspace for an amenable semigroup of 
plus-operators on a Krein space, under some rather restrictive assumptions 
on the action of this semigroup. 
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P. IVERSE& 
For the con\.enience of the reader we shall recall the following definition 
(see. for instance, [d]). 
DEFINITION. Let .S’ he a set, and let nl(S) denote the Banach space of all 
hounded real-valued functions on S with the supremum norm. Let 31 he a 
linear suhspace of m[S); then a mean 1~ on .I1 is a real-valued linear functional 
;L: .I/ 4 R, such that for an!-f’E .II: inff(S) ::< tl( 1’) : supf(S). 
.Efantfin,o notation. Throughout this paper S will be a set. .\I a linear 
suhspace of m(S) and ti a mean on -11. Furthermore E[Z] or E will he a 
locally conwx Haussdorff topological vector space. K IC E a nonempt! 
compact con\-es subset of E[I], .4(K) will denote the Banach space of all 
continuous real-valued atline functions on K with the supremum norm, and 
,x‘(K) will denote the family of all nonempty closed conves subsets of K. 
Finally the notation /r_ introduced in the follokiing definition will also be 
standing notation. 
DEFINITION. Let 1‘: S + X‘(K) be a function. Then f is said to be .\I- 
nzeasurable. if for an!- lr E .4(K) the function /I+: .S - R defined h! 
l/+(S) = sup:/?(s): .\’ Ej(S): 
belongs to .\I. 
In the followingf: S -.X(K) will always be a set-valued function, while 
‘p: s- K and later also 4: S’ + K will he single-valued. Sometimes, but not 
always, we will assume v(s) E-~(S) for all s E S. 
In the case f: S - X“(K) the mean I*-( f) is a nonempty closed conves 
subset of K. \Ve want to define a mean p*(y) of q S --, K, such that ~JQI) is a 
point in K. \\‘e use the following definition (notice that if :IZ = m(S) then 
any f is JI-measurable). 
DEFINITION. If f‘: S - I‘(K) is M- measurable then we will define the 
mean off, p*.( .I) h! 
t6,( j’) = is E R: /l(s) 5: I* for all 11 E .4(K):. 
p’F is called the mean induced hy II, and pl( j) E .X‘(K). 
To see that the definition makes sense we need only see that p-(f) is 
nonempty. hecause /l=(j) is otwiously closed and conves. To see this we 
need the following lemma on (real-valued) means on .4(K). 
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LEhlhlA 1. If v is a mean on -d(K) then there is a unique point x0 E R such 
that jor all h E .-l(K) we hawe v(h) = h(.r,). 
Proof, This is Lemma 2 of [l]. 
Now by the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a linear functional I; on m(S) 
such that ii I,,, = p. and 11 p 11 5:: 1. Since the function e = I on K belongs 
to .4(K), e, = I on S belongs to .If and p(eT) = p(e+) = 1. Hence it is 
easy to see that I; is a mean on m(S). 
Choose for each s E S an element v(s) Ed, and define I’ on .4(K) b!, 
~(11) = p(l) c v). Obviously 1’ is linear. and 18 is a mean because 
inf h(K) ,..I inflr ,: v(S) ::r p(h c v) ::; sup /l y(S) ,:: sup /l(K). 
Hence by Lemma I there is a unique point s,, E K such that for all /I E .4(K) 
lr(sJ = v(h) = p(h ,: tp) /’ /Ii(h,) ‘:- p(//+). 
so .vd E p*(f), which is therefore nonempty. 
DEFINITION. If cp: 5’ + K is a function then p is said to be .lI-tneasurabfe 
if s w [v(s)) is M-measurable. and. in that case, the mean p=(v) is defined b! 
hM = ll4k4)~ 
To see that this definition makes sense we must check that ~J{P)}) is a 
singleton. Suppose this is not the case. Then there is x1 , sp E AL=) sI = .Y~ .
and h E .4(K) such that h(s,) C. II( B t u since (-h) E .4(K) too, we have 
(-II) (.I-~) :.; p(( -hi+) = p(( -h) ‘3 v) = -p(h :, fp). 
so we get the contradiction: 
r(h i 9’) .$ h(s,) < h(sJ I< ++) = p(h ,: pj). 
The notation p=(p)) is logically objectionable because p(s) belongs to K not 
to X(K). [Ye will use the notation anyway, and there will be no further 
escuse for this abuse. 
\Ve saw abob-e that if v(s) Ed for all s E S, then p*(v) E p-(f). so we 
might speculate that the range R of all points of the form p+(v) is actuall! 
equal to p*(f). I don’t know if this is true, but we have the following 
LEnInr.4 2. Let f : S - X(K) be All-measurable, let p be a mean on .II. and 
let C; be an e.vtension ofp to a mean on m(S). Then the set 
R = &(cp): CJI: S-t K. pi(s) Ef(r)for all s E SJ 
is cowes and is dense irr pp( .f). 
Proof. It is obvious that R is convex. .\ssume x0 E p*(f), so $ K. Since 
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i? is closed and convex there is an lr E .4(K). actually a I/I E E’. such that 
/1(x,,) sup /I(R) -= sup /r(R). Now for each s E S choose v(s) Ed. such that 
II(&)) = h+(s) = sup;h(r): .\‘Ef(S)j. 
This is possible since j(s) is compact. But then ,sI = p=(q) E R. and 
lt(s,) = p(h ~1 = p(h+j = Il(h+) 2 h(.\b), 
so we get the contradiction 
h(q : : h(s,,) .b sup{h(s): .\‘ E R;. 
LEhlh1.i 3. !f p,, and pI me ttteans on .I[ ad 0 ..< 1 -:. I, then 
p, = (I - f) p,, + tpl is also a mean on .I/. Iff: S -.X(K) is Jf-measurable, 
theft 
(P,L (.I3 = (I - t) iPoL (f) + qp1j5 (f). 
Proof. It is obvious that p, is a mean on .IZ, so ail the terms make sense. If 
s = (I - t) s,, + ts, . where .vi E (p,)J f) f’ or i = 0. I. then for any k E =1(R) 
we have 
h(x) = (1 - t) h(s,J + th(v,) ‘::: (I - t) &t+) + +,(h+) = ,++). 
so s E (p,)= (.f). Hence 
(pt)= (f) ‘j (I - f) (I& (f) + MS (.t). 
(In the other hand if T(S) E!.(S) for all s E S and ,C,, , PI are estensions of 
PO 9 CL1 v to means on m(S). then for 8, = (I - 1) &, + f& we have 
(r;l,.. ($4 = (1 - 0 (I;,,)= (pi) + @lL iv)* 
so 
where Rt is the R of Lemma 2 w.r.t. the mean 1~~ Since (I - t) (p,,)= ( j) + 
$,& (f) is compact, therefore closed. we have by Lemma 2 that 
(PC(,)* (0 c (1 - t) hlL (f, + f(b4s (f 1. 
which concludes the proof. 
DEFINITION. For s c S. S, is the mean on m(S) defined by A,( ,f) = f(r), 
for all f E ttr(.S). 
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LEhIitM 4. The set of means of the form X:=1 Ai8Si , si E S, ,li > 0, 
& Ai = 1, i.S u(ili’, iZZ)-d ense in the set A? of all meam cm M. (Fur the notation 
u(W, Jr), see [3]). 
Proof. Let .4 = (~~=, AiSs : si E S, ,\{ > 0, ~~=, Ai = I). Then -4 is 
obviously convex Assume p E :/2’\.4, where .q is the u(M’, .IZ)-closure of -4 
in 31’. Then by the separation theorem there is a a(.\f’, ill)-continuous linear 
functional $ on JZ’ and a real number !x such that I,@) < a < 11(v) for all 
I: E -4. Since 4 is u(Jl’, 3Z)-continuous there is an.fe J/such that c/(h) = ,1( .f) 
for all ,\ E .II’. Since 6, E -4 for all s E S, we have 
for all s E S, so OL :g infj(S’). But then 
9%) = p(f) < a d inff(S), 
contradicting the assumption that p is a mean on .I/. 
DEFINITION. Let T:K -.X(K) be a function. Then T is said to be upper 
semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if for any open set I’ of K the set {u E K: T(X) C U} is 
an open set in R 
DEFINITION. Let T: K ---, .X(K) be a function. Then T is said to be 
ujirze if for any s,r , sr E K and 0 ..z t ;< 1 we have (I - 1) T(s,,) + tT(.r,) C 
T(( 1 - t j s,, + t.~,). 
.Vote. T is affine if and only if the graph of T, ((x, ~1) E K ,,,: K: J t T(x)) 
is comer. It is a well-known and easily verified fact that T is U.S.C. if and onI1 
if the graph of T is closed. 
LERrnr.% 5. Let T: k’ -+ .X(K) be an upper semicontinuous a&ze function, 
and let p be a mean on m(S). Let y: S + K be R function. Then p=( T 0 v) C 
%4P))* 
Proof. Since p is a mean on M(S) we do not ha\-e to assume .Il-measur- 
ability to be able to take the means w.r.t. CL. 
Let first p = xy_, X,S,, , si E S, & > 0, ~~=, (1; = I. Then we have by 
Lemma 3 and the afiity of T that 
Now let p be an arbitrary mean on m(S). Since T&(p)) is closed, and 
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o(E, E’) is Hausdorff, it suffices to show that pcl=( T ” 9)) C 7&(v)) + 1. where 
Iv is an arbitrar!. a(E, E’)-neighhorhood of 0 in E. Fis 1.. sa! 
I. = :.\‘E E: 1 I+)~ <;. I. I i ~1. 11, ...1 u, E E’. 
By Lemma 2 it suffices to show that R C T(pS(P))) + l-/i!, where R is the set 
R = ;pJyG): G(s) E T: v(s) for all s E Si. 
Since T is u.s.c. we can choose a o(E. E’)-neighborhood L; of 0, sa! 
such that we have 
.r E K n (p,(v) + I’) =. T( ~9) C T(p=(cp)) + T-14. (1) 
Let s = pJ#), /J(S) E T(q~(s)) for all s E S, be an arbitrary point in R. B! 
Lemma 4 we can find a mean pa on nr(S) of the form 
110 = < ,\is,, 7 s, E s, A, 0, f Ai = I. 
,=I ,=l 
such that we have 
so by (I) we get 
WcroL (cp)) C W=(T)) + 1’:4. 
Hence, using (2) we have 
r=(lCrj E (P”L (4) + 1-9, 
so 
(4) 
using that 4(s) E T(v(s)) for all 5 E 5’ and the special case proved above. No\\ 
using (4) we see that /L=($) E T((p,,), (pj)) + I’~-!~ that is, s = IL=($) E 
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T(p*(q)) + 1.13. Since s = ~~(4) E R was arbitrav we see that R C 
T(p*(cp)) + I’:?, which concludes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let T:K + K be a continuous ajine function (aflne here 
means T(( I - t) x0 + ts,) = (I - t) TX,-, + tTs, .for an\’ .T,) . x1 E K and 
0 ‘.I t I), mti let p be R tnem on m(S). Let CJI: S -+ K br m .function. Then 
T(p&)) = /L( T ‘2 F). 
Proof. This follow immediately from Lemma 5. 
A’ofc. It might be noticed that we did not lose any generality in Lemma 5 
by letting the mean p be defined on all of m(S) rather than on .I[, because if p 
is delined on dl it can be extended to a mean fi on w(S), the formula holds 
for I;, and finally we can interpret the means with p instead of r; wherever 
possible. 
2. A FISED POINT THEORERI 
In this paragraph S will be a semigroup rather than an arbitrary set. The 
symbols m(S), 111. E[Z]. K, .-l(K), .X(K), and h, will have the same meaning 
as in Section I. 
i\‘e reproduce the following definition (see, e.g., [4]). 
DEFINITION. If f E nr(S) and t E S, then ,f~ m(S) is defined b! 
If(~) =f(ts). The linear subspace AZ of m(.S) is called left-invariant iffc 31, 
t E S implies JE ‘11. If :I1 is left-invariant and TV is a mean on .\I, then p is 
called left-invariant if ffz M, t E S implies p(J ) = p(f). 
It should be noticed that if Ji and p are left-invariant and f: S -.X(K) 
is M-measurable, then J is .Il-measurable and p,(J) = p-(f). 
Now we can state and prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM I. Let E[Z] b e a Iota+ convex Hausdorff topological vector 
space, and K a nonempty compact cone’es subset of E. Let X(K) denote the fami!v 
of all nonempty closed convex subsets of K, and let .4(K) denote the set of ail 
real-valued continuous afine functions on A-. Let S be a semigroup and let M be a 
left-invariant linear subspace of m(S), with a left-invariant mean A. Suppose that 
for each s E S there is an upper semicontinuous q&e function q(s): K -+ X(K), 
and suppose furthermore that there is a point ~1 E K such that for all h E =2(K) 
the function h, dejined by 
h+(s) = sup{h(.r): s E ?(s) (~8); 
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I’S in .\I, and that for this same -19 there is u .function CJ : .?i A ii such that 
(1) t/s E S, p(s) E Y)(S) (j-j; 
(2) vs. t E s. ‘)(Lc) (Jj c (q(O) (cp(S)). 
Ifp is an\’ extension of,\ to a mean on m(.S), then xl = t~Jq2)satisfies.s, E 7)(t) (x1) 
for all t E .S. 
Proqj. Let us define]‘: S -.X‘(K) by j(s) = ‘i(s) (J). Then f is .I[-mea- 
surable by assumption. 
By assumption (I) and .II-measurability of j we have 
.x1 = /1*((p) E p=( .f j = I\=( .f ). 
Since .\I and A are left-invariant we have 
By assumption (2). ,,i(s) C ?(tj (v(s)). so by Lemma 5 we have 
CL(,f 1 c f”=(7)(t) CFI (1 q(t) (f’dpj) = q(t) (.\.1)? 
whence x1 E q(t) (s,j. This concludes the proof of Theorem I. 
-Wrote. The estension p always esists, and does not have to be left-invariant. 
COROLLARY (Xrgabright [I]). Let .S Be a semigroup, let JI be a closed left- 
ineariant linear subspace of m(S). containing all the constant functions, and let A 
be a left-invariant mean on .II. Let q be u representation of S b! continuous 
afine mappings of he into itself. Suppose furthermore that there is a jv E K such 
that for all II E .-l(K) the mapping s a /1(7(s) (T)) belongs to .lI. Let Jl(s) = 
q(s) (jpj. Then s, = h,(tb) esists and f or all t E S we hazle q(t) (s,,) = .v,, . 
Proof. This follows from Theorem I. since we can take v(s) = q(s) (J). 
*Vote. Argabright prows much more than the result of this Corollary. 
Argabright’s result is a generalization of Day’s fixed point theorem. 
3. APPLICXTI~N TO INVARIANT Srresp.4ces 
Lrsing Theorem 1 instead of Day’s fised point theorem, we can prove 
Theorem 2 which is an impro\.ement of a result on invariant subspaces b! 
Fan [S]. To facilitate comparison and because we will refer to [5. 61 for 
details of the proof. we ivill use the notation of [5] and Theorem 13 of [6]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let E[I] be a locai!v convex Haussdorff topological vector 
space and H a closed linear subspace of E of-finite codimension n. Let .y be a 
subset of E hazing the following properties: 
( I‘) .Y n (x + H) is compact conzles for arl>s .Y E E. 
(2) .I- contains an n-dimensional linear subspare of E. 
(3) -4r1~ linear subspace qf E contained in .I- can be extended to an n-dimen- 
sional linear subspace of E corrtailred ill -1.. 
Let .Y be a sernigroup (under compositions qf transforrr2atiolls) qf continuous linear 
tran!fomations of E into itself such that 
(4) .4ry 0 E 2 takes an\, n-dimensional linear subspace qf E contained in 
S into .I-. 
(5) There exists an n-dimensional linear subspace I.,, contained in S such 
that for all u E Z, u( 1,) is an n-dimensional linear subspace qf E contained in .I-. 
‘(6) For ay u E Z, u(H) C H. 
If m(Z) has a left-iuzlariant mean, then there exists an n-dimensional linear 
subspare L of E. such that L C .Ic and u(L) CL for all D E I. 
Remark. comparing with the original Theorem of [5], assumption (3) 
did not appear in [5]. and instead of (4) and (5) there was the following 
assumption. 
(.i) Any u E Z maps any n-dimensional linear suhspace of E contained 
in .S onto an n-dimensional linear subspace contained in .V. 
Proqf qf Theorem 2. \Ve will rely on [5, 61 for many of the details of this 
proof. 
Let F = E/H be the quotient space, ,md rr: E + F the quotient mapping. 
Let Y’(F. E) be the set of all linear mappings F---L E (necessarily continuous 
hecause F is finite-dimensional), and let TC Y(F, E) be the set of all map- 
pings 5: F - E, such that t(F) C .I- and rr .; 6 = id,. Then r is nonempt! 
and comer (see [5]). and f is compact if Ic’(F, E) is given the topology of 
pointwise convergence (see [5]). Th e set r is in a one-to-one correspondence 
with the set of all n-dimensional linear subspaces of E contained in .Y hy the 
map E -+ t(F). Let o E Z, 6 E r. and define r)(u) (5) h! 
71(u) (5) = (5 E r: o(W)) C i(F)‘!. 
The reasoning in [5] shows that T(U) (5) A (_’ (this uses assumptions (3) and 
(4)). Again as in [5] we see that the graph of q(u) is convex and as in [6] we 
see that it is closed in r x IY Hence V(U) maps r into .K( I’) and is U.S.C. 
and affine. 
By assumption (5) there is a to E r such that for all o E 2’. q(u) (t,,) is a 
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singleton. Detine q: I + r II!, ;~(a); = 7j(a) (f,). \Ye will verify that assump- 
tions ( I j and (2) of Theorem I are satisfied for F = to . (I) is trivial from the 
definition of F, and (2) goes JS fc,l~ows: p t 7)(m) (to) implies xr(t,,F) C p(F). 
so r(c&(F)) C ~(FJ, but from the detinition of CF ue have u(&,(F)) = g(a)(F), 
so we ha\-e T(v(ujF)Cp(F) whence pe q(7) (T(U)) which shows (2). 
Hence by Theorem I there esists a t, E r such that 5, E q(u) (5,) for all 
o E f, but then L = e,(Fj satisties u(L) CL for all CT E r, which concludes 
the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. =\N INV.~RIANT S;~CWS%PACE THEOREM IN I~REIN SPACE 
In this paragraph we pro\-e a result parallel to Theorem 2, but neither of 
the two results, Theorems 2 and 3, can be derived from the other. \Ve will 
use the notation and terminology of Bog& [2], to which we will also refer _- 
for needed preliminar\. results. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9) be a h?ein space with a futufamentaf decomposition 
‘!I = ‘2, + ( r ) y, - , and projection operators P, anrf Pm . Let Z he n setnigroup 
of plus-operators on ‘!I. such that th ere is a left-itwariant mean otf tn(Z) and 
such that 
(1) For all u E 2’: u(y)-) C 4)- , anti 
(2) There is a vnasitnai nonnegative linear subspace !&, oj ‘!I W./J that 
for all u E T. a(?),) is a tttasimal nonnegative linear subspare of ?I. 
Then there is a masirnal ttonnegatiz~e linear subspace 9, of ‘2) such that U( Ql) C Y, 
for all 0 E 1. 
Proof. \\‘e follow the proof of Bognir’s Theorem 2.1 [2. C‘hap. \-III, 
pp. 16168] rdthIX ClOS+. 
Let L’ and 911 be masimal nonnegative linear subspaces of ‘!I with angular 
operators K and .If respectiveI\-. Since)’ E ‘9.N if and onlv if P-p = .lfP+y, \VC 
have for a fised u E .Z’, u(e) c ‘9-M if and onI!- if U(S: + KY,) l 9li for all 
x+ E ‘2) + . if and only if P_u(s+ + KS,) = :\IP+a(r+ + Kx,) for all S, E ‘11, 
\\‘riting 0 as a matris \vith respect to the decomposition ‘1) = ‘!I _ ( $) ‘iI- , 
that is. writing 
u ,I = p+u /*II+ 7 0’12 = P+o I:‘.I- , 02, ~ p-0 l’?l+ . crz:! = P-u I.>1 , 
and noting that u12 = 0 by assumption (I), we see that u(P) C ‘x)1 if and only if 
u2,.v+ + ‘I&-.\.+ - .Ilu,,.\+ = Cl for all v E 9) + _ + . that is. (r(P) C ‘111 if and onl! 
if o.,, + “zzK - .Ilrr,, = 0. 
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The angular operators are characterized by K:, ,I1 E ‘![ = I,L E Y(t)+ , ?I-): 
1I.L 11 < l’, (see [2, pp. 54, 1051). J . J IS a nonempty conves set. compact in the _ 
weak operator topology and 91 is in a one-to-one correspondence with the set 
of all maximal nonnegative linear subspaces of ‘21 (see [2. pp. 54, 1051). Let 
the topology on ‘3 be the weak operator topology. For fised 0 E 1, we have a 
mapping q(u): ‘!I -.Y(Yl) defined by JI E 7(u) (K) if and only if us1 + u,,K - 
.wl,, = 0 (if and only if u(Q) C 911). For each K E ‘!I, 7(o) (K) is nonempt! 
because o(Q) is nonnegative, so there exists a maximal nonnegatii-e subspace 
91 of 2) such that u(Q) C ‘9.N. Furthermore since the mapping (K, .II) ---c ozl + 
a& - .Ilu,, is jointly continuous in the weak operator topology- the graph of 
7(u): {(K, M) E ‘!I \.\ 91: uzt + u,,K - .llu,, = 0:. is closed, and it is eas! 
to see that the graph is conves sc) q(~) maps ‘!I into .X(91), and is upper 
semicontinuous and affine. 
Let f.,, be the angular operator of the masimal nonnegative linear subspace 
9),, of condition (2) in the theorem. Then for each o G .!‘. u(y),J is a masimal 
nonnegative linear subspace of 2); let ~(a) EY be the angular operator of 
u(&). \Ve want to establish conditions (I) and (2) of Theorem I for J = L,, 
and q. For (I) we have q(u) E 7)(u) (L,) b ecause of the definition of v. For 
(Zj we have: if .IIc q(~u) (&) then 911113 m(Y),) so 9.N 3 T(u($)j. which 
means .If E l)(T) (p?(u)), that is, 7(m) (L,,) C 7(r) (p(u)) which is (2). So b! 
Theorem I there is an element L, E ‘!I such that for all CT E .Z’, L, E ‘j(u) (L,). 
but then, if 9, is the maximal nonnegative linear subspace of ‘i) corresponding 
to L, we have a(L’,) C L’, for all u E Z, which concludes the proof of Theo- 
rem 3. 
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